science Fiction
Fuzzy

The fourteenth goldfish

by Tom Angleberger

by Jennifer L Holm

When Max (Maxine Zealster) befriends her new robot classmate
Fuzzy, she helps him navigate Vanguard Middle School and
together they reveal the truth behind the Robot Integration
Program.

Hating change and missing both her best friend and her dead
goldfish, 11-year-old Ellie encounters a boy who strongly
resembles her immortality-obsessed grandfather, in a story that
introduces the work of famous historical scientists.

George's secret key to the universe
by Lucy Hawking

Space case
by Stuart Gibbs

Follows the adventures of a young boy and his neighbor friend
as they travel through a computer portal into outer space, where
they explore such mysteries as black holes and the origins of
the universe, while trying to evade an evil scientist.

While living on a moon base with fellow lunarnauts, Dashiell
Gibson investigates the murder of one of the moon's most
prominent doctors

A mutiny in time

Found

by 1972- Dashner, James

by Margaret Peterson Haddix

Time has gone wrong, and best friends Dak Smyth and Sera
Froste, together with the young Hystorian Riq, must use the
infinity ring to travel back to one of the Great Breaks--a mutiny
on the Santa Maria--to correct history and defeat the SQ.

When thirteen-year-olds Jonah and Chip, who are both adopted,
learn they were discovered on a plane that appeared out of
nowhere, full of babies with no adults on board, they realize that
they have uncovered a mystery involving time travel and two
opposing forces, each trying to repair the fabric of time

House of robots

The search for WondLa

by 1947- Patterson, James
"Fifth-grader Sammy Hayes-Rodriguez struggles to fit in when
his inventor mother requires him to take her latest creation, a
robotic 'brother,' to school with him to learn to become a
student".

Masterminds
by Gordon Korman
A group of kids discovers they were cloned from the DNA of
some of the greatest criminal masterminds in history for a
sociological experiment.

by Tony DiTerlizzi
Living in isolation, a twelve-year-old human girl called Eva Nine
sets out on a journey to find others like her, in a story that
features "augmented reality" pages, in which readers with a
webcam can access additional information about Eva Nine's
world

Simon Bloom, the gravity keeper
by Michael Reisman
Nerdy sixth-grader Simon Bloom finds a book that enables him
to control the laws of physics, but when two thugs come after
him, he needs the formulas in the book to save himself. Reprint.

science Fiction
The Lincoln project

Last day on Mars

by Dan Gutman

by Kevin Emerson

Invited by billionaire Miss Z to travel through time and
photograph some of history's most important events, Luke,
Isabel, David, and Julia are sent to the year 1863 to capture
Abraham Lincoln delivering the Gettysburg Address

Moving to Mars with his scientist parents and the other
survivors of Earth when the sun inexplicably starts to go
supernova, Liam, a boy from the early 23rd century, makes a
profound discovery about the nature of time and space.

Eye of the storm

Boy X

by Kate Messner
Jaden's visit with her meteorologist father, who has just
returned from spending four years in Russia conducting
experiments, fills her with fear as she discovers that her
father's community, Placid Meadows, is anything but placid

Sputnik's Guide to Life on Earth

Waking up in a medical facility on a remote tropical island, Ash
McCarthy, the son of a scientist and a soldier, embarks on a
24-hour race for answers about the nature of his captors and a
mysterious chemical that has been injected into him.

The last kids on Earth and the Nightmare King

by Frank Cottrell Boyce
Separated from his aging caregiver grandfather and placed in a
foster home, Prez forges an unusual friendship with an alien
who appears as a dog to everyone else and entreats Prez to
help compile a list of Earth's redeeming qualities to prevent the
planet from being destroyed.

Beetle boy

by Max Brallier
Discovering a one-way radio broadcasting live updates that
strongly suggest that others may have survived, Jack and his
friends struggle with conflicted feelings about their treehouse
existence and reuniting with family while Jack contemplates an
alliance with a supernatural monster king.

Urban outlaws

by M. G. Leonard
When his father goes missing from his job at the Natural
History Museum, Darkus Cuttle moves in with his eccentric
uncle and cousins and discovers that the beetles infesting their
home are an intelligent super-species in danger of
extermination at the hands of a mad scientist.

William Wenton and the impossible puzzle
by Bobbie Peers
After his grandfather vanishes, William and his family move to
Norway where he is told to hide his puzzle-solving talents, but
when he solves the Impossible Puzzle at the museum, things
begin to go wrong and he is sent to a strange school

How Oscar Indigo Broke the Universe and Put It Back
Together Again
by David Teague

by Dan Smith

Oscar Indigo has never been good at baseball, so naturally he’s
nervous when he has to fill in for his team’s injured All-Star,
Lourdes. Luckily, Oscar has a mysterious gold watch that can
stop time, which he uses to fake a game-winning home run.
But the universe is a precarious place, and you can’t just steal
time without any consequences. If Oscar doesn’t find a way to return the time he
stole, the universe will unwind completely.

by Peter Jay Black
Deep beneath London, five extraordinary youths, orphans who
bonded over their shared sense of justice, have formed the
Urban Outlaws and dedicated themselves to outsmarting
criminals and performing Random Acts of Kindness (R.A.K.s),
but they are in serious trouble when they face a genius supercomputer, Proteus

When you reach me
by Rebecca Stead
In the 1980s, as her mother prepares to be a contestant on a
television game show, Miranda tries to make sense of a series
of mysterious notes received from an anonymous source that
seems to defy the laws of time and space

Frank Einstein and the antimatter motor
by Jon Scieszka
In his Grandpa Al's garage workshop, child genius Frank
Einstein tries to invent a robot that can learn on its own, and
after an accident brings wisecracking Klink and overly
expressive Klank to life, they set about helping Frank perfect his
Antimatter Motor until his archnemesis, T. Edison, steals the
robots for his doomsday plan
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